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In most general terms the techniques of experimental high energy 

physics are intermediate between two extremes: those methods in which 

essentially all events initiated in a primary of secondary target are 

registered in the apparatus, and those in which selectivity is involved 

before primary data are recorded. Approxlsating the first category are 

the track chambers which will form the subject of another talk at this 

conference. As to the items in the second category I shall restrict 

myself to two: (a) magnetic spectrometers, and (b) selection of photon 

energies. It is perhaps appropriate that these two topics be emphasized -. 

in a conference devoted to high-energy electromagnetic interactions. In 

such interactions usually only a very small fraction of the events occur- 

ring are "of interest" in the experiment; the great bulk of events are 

low-momentum transfer, purely electromagnetic events which, at least in 

principle, do not contain new information. Hence "pre-selection" is of 

greater importance in this area than in the other branches of high-energy 

physics. 

(Paper to be delivered at International Symposium on Electron and Photon 
Interactions at High Energies, DESY, June 8-12, 1965.) 

* 
Work supported by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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Spectrometers used in high energy physics were generally developed 

initially by scaling and adapting the single lens, point-to-point focusing 

devices of low-energy nuclear physics. However,as energies enter the 

multi-BeV range,this scaling process loses validity. The reasons are: 

(1) Momantum resolution must be ma+ched by ar.~Jar; resolution to corres- 

pond to a consistent value of center-of-mass energy resolution. Alge- 

bracally this requires an angular resolution 6@ related to the fractional I \ 
momentum resolution 6 

M p given by 6@ = Ep E, sin@ , where E, 

is the incident energy, M is the rest eneigy of the targei nucleon, and 

0 is the laboratory scattering angle; the first t,rm dominates at high 

energies and intermediate angles. (2) Liquid hydrogen and deuterium 

targets are used for almost all experiments; therefore long target lengths 

must be used. As long as the target length is less than 0.02 to 0.04 

radiation lengths, internal radiative effects will predominate over 

radiation straggling in the target. (3) Single lens spectrometers of high 

performance become very massive. For these reasons the spectrometer 

described here represent a convergence of the principles of the momentum 

analysers of low energy nuclear physics and the beam transport systems of 

high energy physics. 

What I might call a "pure" spectrometer will transform a given pair 

(6,;; of the kinematic variables at the production point into a single 

resolution element. (Figure 1.) On the other extreme we might consider 

a hodoscope arrangement determining a coordinate X0 preceeding a magnet 

bending the central particle orbit through an angle a at a radius of 

curvative p , followed by two hodoscopes separated by a drift distance L. 

(Figure 2.) The linear transfer matrices give the expression for & 

and Ap shown on Fig. 2, assuming 8 and X to be in a single plane; here 
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Ap and A0 are the deviations in momentum and production angle from the 

central setting. Calculations based on this type of geometry places 

extremely severe limits on the multiple scattering permitted in the 

hodoscopes if a. resolution 6p in the 0.1% range is required. Moreover, 

at least for poor duty cycle Lneai aczelerates, the accidental rate would 

be prohibitive for most processes. 

Naturally a whole continuum of arrangements ranging from a 'pure" 

spectrameter to a pure "hodoscope" arrangement combined with a bending 

ma,gnet of arbitrary focusing property are possible. 

As example of the "pure" spectrometer we will here consider primarily 

"line-to-point" focusing spectrometers for use wiin high energy electrons 

and photons which disperse 8 and p at right angles; for mechanical rea.sons 

e is dispersed horizontally and p vertically. In principle the same 

objective can also be met by d mixed system using point-to-point focusing-_ 

both in the vertical and horizontal plane; the production angle 8 can then 

be retrieved by an additional plane of hodoscopes following the focal 

pla.ne . A coincidence between counter arrays at these two foci is thus 

required, with consequent higher accidental background rate when "structure" 

in the center-of-mass system is to be observed above a continuum. This 

alternative generally seems to offer little advantage over the "pure" 

spectrometer, but may be simpler mechanically. In this class, is a 

version of the "Schr~gfenster" spectrometer of DESYl in which A@ is 

mea.sured at an intermediate focus and a linear combination of A0 and Ap 

is observed at a secondary focus. 
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An example of a "pure" spectrometer located in a horizontal plane is 

the rotated quadrupole spectrometer,a described previously. In this in- 

strument 8 is first focused in a horizontal plane, but this focal position 

is imaged into a vertical ccordinate through a "mixing" quzdruPole. This 

system has been analybed in debail to sLzond order in a.11 :nPuL co-ordinates 

but the complexity of alignment and of other adjustments made it less 

attractive than the other alternative systems which I will describe. 

At high energies we are thus led to consider the family of multiple 

element spectrometers dispersing momentum vertically nut providing line- 

to-point focus horizontally. At SLAC two such instruments are being de- 

signed; Table I gives a comparative table of parameters. In order to 

ascertain that the angular and momentum resolutions meet requirements, 

we have to be concerned with both first and second order optics. First 

order optics enters only to determine the momentum resolution 6 : P the dis- 

persion must be sufficiently large so that the vertical magnification times 

the target height does not exceed the momentum resolution interval. This 

condition fixes in essence the required total size of the bending magnet, 

or more precisely the total available bending magnetic flux. In second 

order the situation is more complicated. If we consider the total initial 

variables (X,B,y,(p,~,6~)~ then following the formalism developed by K.L. 

Brown,3 we can write an aberration matrix for each magnetic unit of the 

spectrometer composed of "geometric" matrix elements. such as (XfinalXg , I ) 

(X fin&L xOeo) etc* and including also "chromatic" terms (Xfinal QoZp , 
i ) 

0 final Xosp) and the like. We can then combine the resultant second order 

transfer matrices from each magnetic component and thus arrive at a program 

for obtaining both first and second order optics for the complete compound 
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system. The spectrometers in question were designed by using such a pro- 

gram, using essentially a trial and error procedure, guided by certain in- 

sight into the second-order effects. The resultant system for the 8 GeV 

instrument was configured as shown in Fig. 3. A physical picture of the 

instrument is shown i-1 Fig. 4. Fj.gde r skw: iA-3 "thin lens" equivalent 

of the instrument, showing how the vertical point-to-point and horizontal 

line-to-point focussing is achieved. The resultant actual orbits are shown 

in Fig. 6. Th e system was optimized for maximum solid angle meeting the 

resolution requirements of Table I. Table II shows the overall transfer 

matrix (angles in milliradians; di.stances in cm). We note that the de- 

sirable dispersion characteristics listed in Table I are approximately met. 

To minimize 2nd order coefficients, certain general properties are helpful: 

(1) to reduce chrcmatic aberrations in the vertical plane, the focusing 

orbits originating from a line target should have minimum slope during the 

bending magnet. This is indeed satisfied here, since the angle between 

the "sine-like" focussing orbit and the symmetry axis as shown in Fig. 6 

can actually be chosen to be near zero. (2) Aberration terms like (y([PoGp) 

correspond actually to a tilt in the focal plane through an angle \Ir, 

given by --ban lfy .= (YI “PI h~(+Jo)/(Ylmo~p) l 
If we tilt the focal plane 

about a horizontal axis so that its plane is at 15" to the central ray, 

then the overall effect on the final coordinates is given by Table III. 

Since from the first order optics (Table II) a 0.1% momentum excursion 

gives a vertical spread of 0.3 cm,and a 0.3 mrad angular spread a horizontal 

excursion of 1.34 cm, we see that the resolution requirements are met. The 

result of these calculations has been verified at DESY by direct orbit 

tracing. 
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The solution for the 8 BeV spectrcmeter was developed at the expense 

of the dispersed beam slanting upward. As the energy becomes larger this 

results in progressively more serious technical problems. For this reason 

the dispersion for the 20 GeV instrument was achieved by ~VTO bends of 

opposite sign, but with the ve,tical fo-:l.sin, oroi"s .iesi@ed +c) make the 

dispersion of each magnet additive. The dispersed beam thus emerges 

horizontally. 

Figure 7 shows the lay-out of components and Fig. 8 the geometrical 

configuration of the 20 GeV instrument. The "double bend," required to 

produce a horizontal emergent beam was achieved at same sacrifice, but 

also produces some a.dvantages. It can be shown4 that the tangent of the 

angle between the final focal plane and the central ray of a high energy 

instrument using quadrupoles and uniform field bending magnets only is 

proportional to (N + 1)-i where N is the number of cross-overs in the dis- 

persion plane. Hence the focal plane "tilt" angle for this instrument 

would be too small unless corrected by appropriate sextupole elements. 

Figure 9 shows the "thin lens" equivalent of the "S-bend" instrument and 

Fig. 10 shows the resultant orbits as actually computed. Table IV gives 

the first order transfer matrices of the instrument and Table V gives the 

final X and y coordinates in the focal plane as a function of both 1st 

and 2nd order terms. It is seen that all the specified resolutions appear 

to be met for the full aperture. An advantage of the double-bend instru- 

ment is that we have an intermediate focus in the dispersion plane as can 

be seen in Fig. 10. Hence we can place an intermediate slit near the 

symmetry plane of the instrument, thereby decreasing the flux of pole- 

scattered particles reaching the detector. 
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Several detectors are appropriate to instruments of this kind, depend- 

ing on the experiment to be performed. G-ptimum utilization of data and 

minimum rates of accidental coincidences would indicate a two dimensional 

arra.y (Fly's eye) set of counters. Although such an arrangement is not 

excluded,the number of re:u?red elements (about ~cl@O for the 8 GeVinstru- 

ment) would involve both very high costs and excessive mechanical cotnpli- 

cations if scintillators are used. A compromise is to use two grids of 

scintillators at right angles in a coincidence matrix. Accidental coinci- 

dences at any one (B,p) "bin" are then a.lways a,ccompanied by a coincidence 

elsewhere, and can thus be rejected by comp,ter logic, unless the rates 

are too high. Another principle would be to use only a one-dimensional 

set of counters oriented in the (8,~) plane to correspond to a given ex- 

citation energy in the center-of-mass frame. This arrangement is particu- 

larily suitable for small angle inelastic electron scattering and small 

angle photo-production studies. In all these cases the basic detection 

grid in the focal plane must be followed by a particle identification system; 

I will not discuss alternate designs of such systems here. Suffice it to 

say that at large angles to the beam particle discrimination will pose 

severe problems if electrons are to be observed, since the expected pion 

to electron rates are extremely high. 

Since spectrometers have a selective function -- i.e., since 

reject all but a small fraction of the pheonomena occurring in a 

they 

target -- 

data reduction essentially concurrent to the experiment is needed to 

monitor the e.xperiments. This need, in combination with the multiplicity 

of data channels and of the magnetic elements involved makes the use of an 

on-line computer highly desirable. 
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My second topic deals with the experimental methods of photon selection. 

Considerable progress in this field has been made since the last conference 

and I would like to mention some points of particular interest. 

High-energy photo-reactions are usually produced in a Bremsstrahlung 

beam-filtered through a low-Z s‘sorrler t.. redice ti?? 1 jw-energy photon 

component. Four methods have been proposed or are under study to further 

"monochromatize' the photon beam. These are: 

(a) The use of "tagged photonsll -- i.e., observing the photo-induced 

process in coincidence with a recoil electron from t;~e ratiiator. 

(b) The use of photons produced by Compton scattering of photons in 

a. laser beam from a high-energy electron beam. 

(c) The use of photons radiated from a monochrystal bombarded by 

high-energy electrons. 

(d) The use of photons from annihilation of energetic positrons in 

flight. 

The use of %agged' photons is an old idea but is limited in applica- 

tion due to the problem of the low data rates required to avoid accidental 

coincidences. 

The idea is originally due to Koch at Illinois and Camac at Cornell. 

It was used extensively first by McDaniel and collaborators.5 

Pine and others have recently "taggedn photos at the California Insti- 

tute of Technology to obtain calibration sources for counters and other 

low counting ra.te applications. Drickey at SLAC has shown that even at a 

poor duty cycle a beam useful for spark &amberevenisean be obtained. E.g.,for 

a typical arrangement an event rate of 2500 per hour can be obtained for 

a 100 rJIbarn cross section at an accidental coincidence background of 25%. 
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Experiments using "tagged' photons for total cross section measurements of 

photons are in progress at CEA.6 

The method of Compton scattering of laser photons has been proposed 

both in Armenia7 and in the U.S.8 Both groups calculated possible inten- 

sities, energy spectra and po:arizaticrs which rnigk;t be obtained. Table VI 

indica.tes typical values com?+ted by Xilburil. There is little hope that 

this method can lead to photon beams of monocbrcmaticity sufficient such 

that the primary energy would be a useful kinematic constraint in the 

analysis of a photon induced event; at best it can be hoped that the back- 

ground of unwanted photons be reduced. ;I further problem in the applica- 

tion of the method is that the available photon energy is only a fairly 

sma.11 fraction of the electron energy, unless intensive laser sources in 

the very short optical wavelengths can be developed. 

Recently the Tufts University - CEA group9 has observed the expected 

process successfully. Photons of 0.85 GeV were produced by scattering of 

the 6943 8 quanta from a ruby laser on the 6 GeV electron beam. The laser 

beam is reflected by a mirror to form a light beam in the direction opposite 

to the circulating electron beam of CEA. The back-scattered photons were 

observed in a Cerenkov Counter. The experiment at this time is mainly an 

"existence proof" rather than the source of a useful beam. The experiment 

has shown that the intensity of the back-scattered light was proportional 

to the product of the electron beam and laser beam intensities. The actual 

number of photons was probably 15-20 for each 0.2 joule of laser incident pulse. 

The scattering of laser light by fast electrons has also been observed 

in the USSR;13 the laser photons were scattered on a 600 MeV beam, result- 

ing in 7 MeV back-scattered photons. The principal motive of experiments of 

this kind is not as much their intrinsic interest, since these processes 
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make very low four-momentum transfer, but their potential application to 

beam formation. Milburn has studied practical installations, as have 

the Armenian workers. Milburn calculates a photon output for a feasible 

geometry at SIX! of 3 X lo* photons per laser Joule per i psec pulse of 

the accelerator; the number cauld be increac:ed ?,y or; sr.?er c;f magnitude 

for 0.1 psec pulses if the pulse timing precision can be achieved. Thus 

the laser beam is equivalent to about 10m8 radiation length of radiator 

in the electron beam; residual gas background ca,n therefore become appre- 

ciable, but can be controlled. Useful intensities are thus possible, but 

the question of achieving useful monochrwLatization is quite difficult. 

The characteristic angle (7-l effective) d f e ining the angular ?-ariation 

of photon energy k with angle 0 in the equation (k/km,,) = l/L1 + (Yeff6)2] 

is given by yeff = y/L1 + 4 (yki/mc2)12 where ki is the laser photon 

energy; for 20 BeV electrons Y-leff = 3 x 10m5 radians; mono- 

chromatization to 1% thus requires control of the angle between the electron 

beam and the outgoing photon to 3 X 10m6 radians. Even at SLAC this is a 

formidable problem; it is likely that monochromatization for reducing 

background can be achieved,but that a line width sufficiently narrow to 

produce a constraint in the analysis of track chamber events is exceed- 

ingly difficult. Thus possibly the most promising application of laser 

beam photons is based on their high polarization rat&r than their spectrum. 

However, much effort is clearly required to reduce this technique to 

practice. 

It has been pointed out by Mozley and de Wire=that the intensity peaks 

observed in the bremsstrahlung spectrum produced by electrons on monochrystals 

could be used as a possible candidate for a monochromatic source. The 

beautiful experiments by Diambrini and co-workersi demonstrated that the 
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spectrum radiated by 1 GeV electron on a. single diamond crysta.1 ha.d the 

theoretically predicted "sawtooth" shape. Mozley and de Wire pointed out 

that the "sawtooth" shape could be converted into a series of -peaks by 

restricting the angular toierance between the incident electron beam and 

the outgoing photon tieam to angles of order j'-'*. ?e a.re here thus again 

forced to angles in the lOme' radian range and thus to very large distances 

and constraints on incident electron phase space. Hence the problems of 

practical realiza.tion are not dissimilar to those involving laser beams. 

However, a ra,diation length of 10m4 can be used without excessive multiple 

scattering and thus higher intensities are feasible than with laser beams. 

The enhancement observed by Diambrini, et. al., should increase rapidly - 

with energy, provided we make the dubious assumption that the ca,lculations 

based on Born approxima.tion remain valid. In diamond the beam heating 

effects may force operation at less than maximum incident electron beam. 

However, recently a group of Japanese workersI have obtained energy peaks 

from single Silicon crystals similar to those obtained earlier in diamond 

by Diambrini and co-workers (Fig. 11). The measurements were made with 

incident electrons of 720 MeV; therefore the enhancement is less than that 

observed by the Italian group. Nevertheless, Kato et. al. were able to -- 

demonstrate the sharpening of the intensity dependence on the angle between 

the incident beam and the crystal axes as th; cclihation of the outgoing 

photons was tightened. As the result of the successful observation of the 

spectra.1 fine structure of high energy bremsstrahlung from Silicon, it is 

probably worth while to re-open the question of using crystaline radiators 

in practical application. Nevertheless, the angular precision required 

and the incoherent background make this method not too attractive. 
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The radiation from monochrystals is highly polarized; such polarized 

bremsstrahlung has been used for photoproduction studies.15 This method 

gives results in agreement with the earlier work on polarized beams from 

noncrystalline targets, but permits thicker radiators. 

The method for photon be;2 monochr;aratS~Aati.;n ?‘;li~:? !onls most attrac- 
- 

tive for hydrogen bubble chambers is the use of annihilation of positrons 

in flight. The photon energy k observed at an angle 8 from positrons of 

energy Yc1 is given by k/p = (1 + 7) / (1 + y Q2/2). The angular 

distribution of the cross section per unit solid angle of the emitted pho- 

tons varies a.s V2 for By >> 1, while the cross section for the competing 

bremsstrahlung process varies as Qm4. Hence the ratio of ann'hilation to 

bremsstrahlung can be reduced by increasing 6 until the photon energy 

k decreases substantially below the incident energy; this occurs if 8 N yVz 

according to the above equation. 

The use of monochromatic photon beams by positron annihilation has been 

used extensively in low energy photo-nuclear reactions. Its use for high 

energy electrons was first discussed by Cassels.16 Further, more detailed, 

calculations are due to Guiragossia'n.17 The problem here is to choose 

pa.rameters, in particular the photon angle, such that the ratio of photons 

in the peak to that in the continuum is acceptable without degenerating 

the-exrgy excessively. Figure 12 shows a typical cu??e pertaining to 

such a compromise and the parameters pertaining to it. The accuracy of 

monochromatization is given by dk/k = (k/p) 8 d 8. Hence the photon 

direction must be accurate to N 10V4 rad for a 1% photon accura.cy. Hence 

from this -point of view this method is superior to the ones previously 

discussed. With the N 1 fi of positrons expected at SLAC, intensities 

are amply sufficient for bubble chamber use. 
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There exists an interesting alternative in combining the beam tagging 

and monochrcmatization techniques.l' The two y-ra.ys from positron annihila- 

tion will have a fixed geometrical relationship to one another. There- 

fore, if one y-ray enters the bubble chamber, the other one can be located 

in a conventional spark Thambcr with lea5 piate?. Spatial resolution 

should be adequate to determine which y induced event in the bubble 

chamber corresponds to a matching photon in the spark chamber. 

All these methods of monochromatizing real photons are, of course, in 

competition with the analysis of virtual photon processes induced by 

inelastic muon or electron scattering. I byill not make such comparisons 

here; several authors, including L. Hand, D. Drickey, M. Perl, J. Tinlot 

and several others have analyzed possible future virtual photon experi- 

ments using track chamber techniques. At the risk of oversimplifying the 

description of a complex series of alternatives, I might summarize that 

the real photon techniques described above appear superior particularly if 

background problems are considered. However the analysis of inelastic 

events gives of course additional information such as on polarization 

dependence, on the contribution of longitudinal matrix elements and on 

the pertinent form factors. 
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"Pure" spectrometer. 

"Pure" hodoscope. 

Magnetic corrnonents 07. 8GeV/c cpectrometer. 

Pictorial view of a GeV/: spectromeLer. 

Thin lens equivalent of 8 GeV/c spectrometer. 

Plots of computed orbits starting either with unit slope on 

the axis (sine-like orbit) or with zero slope at unit displacement 

(cosine-like orbit). The momentm dispersion of a ray starting 

along the central axis is also shown. 

Magnetic components of 20 GeV/c spectrometer. 

Pictorial view of 20 GeV/c spectrometer. 

Thin lens equivalent of 20 GeV/c instrument. 

Plot of computed orbits in 20 GeV/ c spectrometer under the 

combination of initial conditions used in Fig. 6. 

Plot of bremsstrahlung intensity by 720 MeV electrons incident 

on silicon as observed by Kato et al. 14 

Plot of the total ray spectrum produced by 15 GeV positrons 

in hydrogen obeerved at an angle of 11.92 milliradian. 
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FIG. b-Pictorial view of 8 GeV/c spectrometer. 
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FIG. 5--Thin lens equivalent of 8 GeV/c spectrometer. 
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Fig. 7- MAGNETIC COMPONENTS OF 20GeVk SPECTROMETER 



FIG. 8--Pictorial view of 20 GeV/c spectrometer. 
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positrons in hydrogen observed at an angle of 
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TABLB I 

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SLAC 8 GEV/C AND 20 GEV/C SPECTROMETKXS 

Momentum (max) 

Momentum resolution 

Solid angle acceptance 

Momentum acceptance 

Angular resolution 

Angular range (production angle) 

Azimuthal angle 

Maximum target length (projected) 

Minimum angle at which beam will 
miss instrument 

20 GeV/c 

iI 0.05% 

10m4 ster. 

f 2% 

0.3 x 10-j rad 

+ 4.5 X 1O'-3 rad 

t 8 x 10W3 rad 

3 cm 

22 3O 

8 GeV/c 

* 0.05% 

10m3 ster. 

2 274 

0.3 X lO-'j ,:ad 

-r- 8 x lo-" rad 

L- 30 X lo-' rad 

10 cm 

x 12O 



TABLE 11-a 

TRANSFER MATRIX FOR VERTICAL ORBITS OF 8 GEV/C INSTR- 

(Units: Length in cm, angle in mr, momentum in $,) 

Yo z 
0 

X -0.12 4.477 0 0 0 0 

8 -0.236 4.741 0 0 0 0 

Y 0 0 -0.947 0 0 -2.955 

cp 0 0 -0.843 -l.Oys 0 0.041 

z 0 0 0.233 0.312 1 -0.382 

6 0 0 0 0 0 I- 



L- 
- 

0 
N

 0 
63 

ho 0 
a 

0 
x 



TABLE III 

EQUATION GIVING THE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL OU'ITUT COORDINATES 

IN TERMS OF ALL LJNEAR AND ALL BI-IJN?UR COMEKtNATIONS 

OF THE INPUT VARIABLES OFTHE 8 GEV/C SPECTROMETER 

x L: [4.24 9 + ~0138 5' 6 'j 
0 9 CJ 

+ 0.0405 xobo 

- 0.000688 OoQo 

-!- 0.000177 xoQo 

+ 0.000947 xoyo 

(~t0.81 cm) 

(ko.165 cm) 

jW.0~31 cm) 

(to.00142 cm) 

- 0.00053 8,Yo (ko.000635 

Y= [- 2.955 So + 0.00417 6; + 0.000312 

- 0.947 Y 
0 

(' 0.14 

+ 0.00126 ~~6~ (k 0.076 

- 0.00368 ~,a, (' 0.017 

- 0.000154 xoeo ( + 0.012 

+ 0.0000197 x: ( 0 "0020 

+ o-0033 YoEo (" 0 .oora 

+ 1.08 x lo- CD: (0 .ooog’( 

- 0.00253 yz ( -(j " ', ,(:;tJ(:, (; 

Y 
Cd 

0; 3 

cm) 

cm) 

cd 

4 

Ci-fl) 

em> 



TABLE IV-a 

TRANSFER MATRIX FOR VERTICAL ORBITS OF 20 GEY/C INSTRUMENT 

(Units: Length in cm, angle in mr, momentum in%) 

X 
0 YO 

Z 
0 

- 

X 

0 

Y 

0 

Z 

6 

0.033 1.531 0.000 0.000 0 .ooo 0.000 

-0.652 -0.066 0.000 Q .OOQ 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0 .ooo 0.927 -0 .ooo 0 .ooo 2.826 

0.000 0 .ooo 3.410 1.~~78 0 .ooo 5.061 

0.000 0 .ooo 0.495 0.305 1.000 0.291 

0 .ooo 0 .ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 



TABLE IV.b 

TRANSFER MATRIX FOR HORIZONTAL ORBITS OF 20 GeV/c INSTRUMENT 

(Units: Length in cm, angle in mr, momentum in %) 

~- 

X 
0 eO YO 

x 0.000 1.534 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
8 -0.652 -0.066 0 .ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Y 0 .ooo 0.000 0.757 -0.054 0.000 2.373 
cp 0.000 0 .ooo 3.410 1.078 0.000 5.061 
Z 0 .ooo 0.000 0.495 0.305 1.000 0.291 
6 0 .ooo 0 .ooo 0 .ooo 0 .ooo 0.000 1.000 - 



-.- - . - 

TABLE V 

EQUATI3N GIVTNC G!JTKZ C9ORDTlW'ES CORRECT TO 

SECOND ORDER IN THE INPU'i' T.'AR~~s HR 'I'FiE 20 GeV/c WECTROMETER 

x = h.534 e. + 0.0177 eo6*] 

-0.0139 cp, (+ 0.334 4 x0 _ 
+a0048 e. q~ o (i 0.173 cm) 

- 0.105 e. Y, (+ 0.0708 cm) _ 

- 0.0878 x y, (2 0.0395 cm) 

- 0.00254 16 (2 0.0153 cm) 00 

Y = C2.826 s - 0.042l 6: - 0.0167 e:] 
0 

+ 0.927 y, (2 0.139 4 

- 0.000836 ~pz (- 0.0535 cJ-4 

+ 0.0407 Yo’po (4 0.0488 cm) 

- 0.0029 xoeo (4 0.0391 d 

+ 0.0042 xz ( 0.0378 d 

+ 0.0291 yoBo (2 0.00873 cm> 

+ 0.0653 yz ( 0.00147 cm) 

+ 8.99 x 10-~@~6~ (2 0.00144 cm) 



-- 

TABLE VI 

TABLE OF ENERGY AND POLARIZATION OF RUBY LSLSER PHOTONS 

BACK-SCATTERED BY ELECTRONS OF INITIAL ENERGY E 

Electron 
Energy E 

-----_I_ 

Peak Output PeaA 
Photon Energy Polarization 

1.02 GeV 28 Mev 1.00 

2.92 

4.16 

4.60 

5.11 

216 1.00 

515 

628 

715 

0.99 

o-99 

0.99 

6.21 903 0.99 

6.57 1.00 GeV O-99 

8.76 1.69 0.98 

11.69 2.83 0.96 

--x).80 7-55 0.91 

41.60 22.10 0.77 

58A-o 35.90 0.67 


